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According to Einstein’s equivalence principle, inertial accelera-
tions during translational motion are physically indistinguish-
able from gravitational accelerations experienced during tilting
movements. Nevertheless, despite ambiguous sensory repre-
sentation of motion in primary otolith afferents, primate oculo-
motor responses are appropriately compensatory for the cor-
rect translational component of the head movement. The neural
computational strategies used by the brain to discriminate the
two and to reliably detect translational motion were investi-
gated in the primate vestibulo-ocular system. The experimental
protocols consisted of either lateral translations, roll tilts, or
combined translation–tilt paradigms. Results using both
steady-state sinusoidal and transient motion profiles in dark-
ness or near target viewing demonstrated that semicircular
canal signals are necessary sensory cues for the discrimination
between different sources of linear acceleration. When the
semicircular canals were inactivated, horizontal eye move-
ments (appropriate for translational motion) could no longer be

correlated with head translation. Instead, translational eye
movements totally reflected the erroneous primary otolith affer-
ent signals and were correlated with the resultant acceleration,
regardless of whether it resulted from translation or tilt. There-
fore, at least for frequencies in which the vestibulo-ocular reflex
is important for gaze stabilization (.0.1 Hz), the oculomotor
system discriminates between head translation and tilt primarily
by sensory integration mechanisms rather than frequency seg-
regation of otolith afferent information. Nonlinear neural com-
putational schemes are proposed in which not only linear ac-
celeration information from the otolith receptors but also
angular velocity signals from the semicircular canals are simul-
taneously used by the brain to correctly estimate the source of
linear acceleration and to elicit appropriate oculomotor
responses.
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In everyday life, one often experiences movements that involve
both rotational and translational components. In addition, most
naturally occurring rotational movements are accompanied by a
concurrent change in head orientation relative to gravity. Run-
ning and locomoting, for example, have been shown to be char-
acterized by high-frequency rotational and translational motion
components (Grossman et al., 1988; Pozzo et al., 1990). Motion
information is transduced by the vestibular system, which consists
of separate receptors that respond to either angular (semicircular
canals) or linear (otolith organs) accelerations. Because tilt and
translation induce inertial accelerations of the otoconia that are
physically equivalent (Einstein’s equivalence principle; Einstein,
1908), primary otolith afferent neurons provide equivalent re-
sponses to both head tilts relative to gravity and to translational
movements (Loe et al., 1973; Fernandez and Goldberg, 1976;
Anderson et al., 1978; Dickman et al., 1991; Si et al., 1997). Thus,
the otolith signals transmitted to the CNS merely encode the
resultant linear acceleration (a), which is equal to the vectorial
sum of the translational ( f) and gravitational ( g) components,
i.e., a 5 f 1 g.

Despite indiscriminate primary otolith afferent information,
motor responses to head tilts and translations must be different.
With respect to the oculomotor system, for example, a roll tilt of
the head toward the shoulder should elicit ocular torsion, whereas
a lateral head translation should generate horizontal eye move-
ments (Bronstein and Gresty, 1988; Crawford and Vilis, 1991;
Paige and Tomko, 1991a; Schwarz and Miles, 1991; Haslwanter et
al., 1992; Tweed et al., 1994; Angelaki and Hess, 1996b; Telford
et al., 1997; Angelaki, 1998). Because otolith afferent information
does not discriminate between different sources of linear accel-
eration, it becomes the task of the CNS to correctly differentiate
the acceleration source and to elicit functionally compensatory
motor responses.

Two hypotheses have been proposed as to how the brain might
solve the tilt–translation ambiguity of otolithic receptor informa-
tion. According to the “multisensory integration” hypothesis, the
brain must combine information from different sensors, such as
the vestibular rotation sensors (i.e., the semicircular canals) and
the otolith organs, to correctly differentiate between head trans-
lation and tilt (Guedry, 1974; Mayne, 1974; Young, 1974). Alter-
natively, the “frequency-segregation” hypothesis states that the
frequency content of the otolith signals determines the source of
acceleration. Accordingly, high-frequency accelerations are inter-
preted as translations, whereas low-frequency accelerations are
interpreted as tilts (Paige and Tomko, 1991a; Telford et al., 1997).

In the present study, predictions derived from these hypotheses
were tested. To directly investigate whether information from the
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semicircular canals is used by the CNS to correctly interpret
linear accelerations, the horizontal eye movements elicited by
linear acceleration before and after canal inactivation were taken
as a measure of the capacity of the brain to encode head trans-
lation. The results refute frequency segregation as the primary
computational scheme used to discern movement. Rather, func-
tional semicircular canal signals are critical for an appropriate
discrimination of the source of linear acceleration and the mode
of head motion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal preparation and eye movement recording
Binocular three-dimensional (3-D) eye movements were recorded using
the magnetic search coil technique. The driver coils, which generated
horizontal and vertical magnetic fields (100 and 66 kHz, respectively)
were mounted on a cubic fiberglass frame of 16-inch side length (CNC
Engineering). Five rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were implanted
with a head-restraining platform and dual search coils on each eye under
gas anesthesia. Details for the surgical procedures have been described
elsewhere (Angelaki, 1998). All surgeries were performed under sterile
conditions in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee and National Institutes of Health guidelines. Anesthesia was
initiated with an intramuscular injection of ketamine (10 mg/kg), fol-
lowed by administration of an inhalative anesthesia that consisted of an
O2–isoflurane mixture. Respiration, body temperature, and heart rate
were continuously monitored. Animals were given antibiotics and anal-
gesics after completion of each surgery. In addition, the lumens of all six
semicircular canals were plugged in two of the animals, as described
previously (Ewald, 1892; Angelaki et al., 1996). Canal-plugged animals
showed no evidence of spontaneous nystagmus other than the normal
downbeat nystagmus that is observed also in intact animals in darkness.
After the surgery, animals were kept in complete darkness until the next
morning when they were brought to the laboratory for vestibular testing
(“acute” experimental protocol). After this acute vestibulo-ocular reflex
(VOR) testing, animals were returned to the regular diurnal cycle.

The dual eye coil assembly that was implanted on each eye consisted of
two serially interconnected miniature coils (Sokymat, Veveyse Switzer-
land) that were attached at diagonal points along the circumference of an
;15 mm three-turn stainless steel coil (Cooner wire). The exact orien-
tation of the two coils relative to each other and the orientation of the
dual eye coil on the eye were precisely determined based on both
preimplantation and daily calibration procedures (Hess 1990; Hess et al.,
1992). Briefly, each dual eye coil was calibrated before surgical implan-
tation with a 3-D calibration jig. Using rotations about all three axes, this
calibration yielded the coil sensitivities, as well as the angle between the
two coil sensitivity vectors. In each experimental session and protocol,
pretrained animals performed a visual fixation task. The eye coil voltages
measured during visual fixation, along with the precalibrated values for
the sensitivity vector of the torsion coil and the angle between the two
coils, were used to calculate the orientation of the dual coil on the eye, as
well as offset voltages.

3-D eye positions were expressed as rotation vectors using straight-
ahead gaze as the reference position. Angular eye velocity was computed
from these rotation vectors (cf. Angelaki and Hess, 1996a,b,c). Both eye
position and angular eye velocity vectors were expressed relative to a
head-fixed right-handed coordinate system, with the head placed in an
18° nose-down position (see below). Torsional, vertical, and horizontal
eye position and velocity were defined as the components of the eye
position and eye velocity vectors along the naso-occipital, interaural (IA),
and vertical head axes, respectively. Positive directions were clockwise
(as viewed from the animal, i.e., rotation of the upper pole of the eye
toward the right ear), downward, and leftward for the torsional, vertical,
and horizontal components, respectively.

Experimental setup and protocols
During experimental testing, the monkeys were seated in a primate
chair, with their heads statically positioned such that the horizontal
stereotaxic plane was tilted 18° nose-down. This head position was used
to place the lateral semicircular canals approximately parallel to the
earth-horizontal plane, while at the same time keeping the vertical
semicircular canals as vertically oriented as possible. The animal’s body
was secured with shoulder and lap belts, while the extremities were

loosely tied to the chair. The primate chair was then secured inside the
inner frame of a vestibular turntable, which consisted of a 3-D rotator on
top of a linear sled powered by a servo-controlled linear motor (2 m
length; Acutronics Inc.). The two inner frames of the turntable were
manufactured by nonmetallic composite materials to minimize interfer-
ence with the magnetic fields. The 3-D turntable was used to deliver roll
movements, whereas the linear sled was used to laterally translate the
animals.

Experimental protocol 1. Steady-state sinusoidal oscillations at 0.16, 0.5,
and 1 Hz were delivered in complete darkness (vergence angle of ;1
MA) (Angelaki, 1998). For each of these frequencies, four stimulus
combinations of lateral translation and/or roll tilt were tested. The peak
amplitudes during combined tilt–translational motion profiles are pro-
vided in Table 1 A. As shown in Figure 1 A for 0.5 Hz stimuli, the
Translation only stimulus consisted of translational displacements (636.7
cm) along the animal’s IA axis, with a peak IA shear acceleration of
0.37G). In Figure 1 B, the Roll tilt only stimulus consisted of earth-
horizontal axis roll oscillations (621.8°), which generated the same IA
shear acceleration of 0.37G). In Figure 1C, the Roll tilt 1 Translation
stimulus consisted of lateral linear translations (sled motion, 639.8 cm)
combined with simultaneous roll tilt oscillations (621.8°). The transla-
tional and tilt motions were produced in phase such that a total IA
acceleration of 0.74G resulted. The Roll tilt 2 Translation stimulus in
Figure 1 D consisted of the same combined translation and tilt compo-
nents, except that the two motions were out of phase. This produced a total
IA acceleration of 0.0G.

Because the roll movements were nested inside the translational dis-
placement, the translational acceleration along the IA axis differed
slightly from that delivered by the linear sled. Specifically, if the roll
oscillation amplitude is described by the equation u(t) 5 uo z sin(vt), and
the translational acceleration during linear motion is described by the
equation ƒtr 5 ƒo z sin(vt 1 g), where g is the relative phase between the
two stimuli, then during a combined motion profile, the translational

Table 1A. Main experimental protocol during combined
roll–translational stimuli

Frequency
(Hz)

Peak roll
amplitude

Translation
amplitude Phase (°) IA Accel (G)

0.16 Hz 5.7° 0.10 G 0°, 180° 0.2, 0.0
0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.40 G 0°, 180° 0.37, 0.0
1.0 Hz 5.0° 0.087 G 0°, 180° 0.17, 0.0

Table 1B. Extended experimental protocols during combined
roll–translational stimuli

Frequency
(Hz)

Peak roll
amplitude

Translation
amplitude Phase (°)

IA Accel
(G)

z Accel
(G)

0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.40 G 180° 0.00 1.08
0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.30 G 180° 0.09 1.04
0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.20 G 180° 0.19 1.00
0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.10 G 180° 0.27 0.97
0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.00 G 0° 0.37 0.93
0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.10 G 0° 0.46 0.89
0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.20 G 0° 0.56 0.85
0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.30 G 0° 0.65 0.82
0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.40 G 0° 0.74 0.77

0.5 Hz 16.9° 0.40 G 180° 0.09 1.04
0.5 Hz 11.9° 0.40 G 180° 0.19 1.00
0.5 Hz 6.8° 0.40 G 180° 0.27 0.97
0.5 Hz 1.6° 0.40 G 180° 0.37 0.93
0.5 Hz 3.7° 0.40 G 0° 0.46 0.89
0.5 Hz 9.4° 0.40 G 0° 0.56 0.85
0.5 Hz 15.3° 0.40 G 0° 0.65 0.82

0.5 Hz 21.8° 0.40 G variable variable variable
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component of the acceleration along the IA axis ( fy ) and the vertical
head axis ( fz ) would be:

fy 5 fo z cos~u ~t!! z sin~vt 1 g! (1a)

fz 5 2fo z sin~u ~t!! z sin~vt 1 g! (1b)

Component ƒy modulates sinusoidally at frequency v, whereas compo-
nent ƒz modulates at the second harmonic (2v). Vertical slow phase
velocity modulation was indeed seen in the responses of intact animals
(see Fig. 2). These vertical slow phase eye velocity components were
partly attributable to a misalignment of the roll VOR and partly attrib-
utable to a second harmonic contribution because of the changing head
orientation relative to the translational displacement (i.e., ƒz in Eqs.
1a,b). No such vertical eye movement components were elicited during
combined tilt–translation in canal-plugged animals (see Fig. 5).

The total IA acceleration that results from simultaneous roll tilt and
translation is given by the equation:

ay 5 fo z cos~u ~t!! z sin~vt 1 g! 6 sin~u ~t!! (2)

Equations 1 and 2 have been used here to compute the translational and
resultant acceleration components along the IA axis (see Fig. 9).

Experimental protocol 2. In addition to the four sinusoidal protocols

described above and illustrated in Figure 1, a more extensive tilt–
translation combination battery of tests consisting of 0.5 Hz oscillations
were also delivered (Table 1 B). Specifically, (1) peak sled oscillation
amplitude was kept constant (0.40G), whereas peak roll oscillation am-
plitude varied between 0° and 621.8°; (2) peak sled oscillation amplitude
was varied (0–0.40G), whereas peak roll oscillation amplitude was kept
constant (21.8°); and finally, (3) the relative phase between the sled
oscillations (0.4G) and roll oscillations (621.8°) was varied in 45° steps.
A phase of 0° corresponded to the Roll tilt 1 Translation motion condi-
tion, whereas a phase of 180° corresponded to the Roll tilt 2 Translation
motion condition.

Experimental protocol 3. The same four main protocols (i.e., Transla-
tion only, Roll tilt only, Roll tilt 1 Translation motion, and Roll tilt 2
Translation motion) were also tested with transient motion profiles. For
these stimuli, the angular component of the stimulus consisted of a 15°
roll tilt (angular velocity, 60°/sec; angular acceleration, 220°/sec 2). The
parameters of head translation were adjusted such that the inertial linear
acceleration profile generated during translation closely matched that
induced by the head tilt for the whole stimulus duration (;500 msec). As
a result, the Roll tilt 2 Translation transients exhibited nearly zero IA
acceleration.

Experimental protocol 4. For comparison, earth-horizontal and earth-
vertical axis roll oscillations were also delivered in a broader amplitude
and frequency range. Specifically, the roll oscillation protocols in
labyrinthine-intact animals included the following: 65° (1 Hz); 622°
(0.5, 0.2, and 0.1 Hz); and 690° (0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, and 0.01 Hz).
Canal-plugged animals were only tested with the low-amplitude stimuli
(5° and 22°).

All steady-state sinusoidal recordings were made in complete dark-
ness. Under these conditions, vergence averages were ;1 MA (Angelaki,
1998). Responses to transient stimuli were also recorded in complete
darkness, but binocular fixation was controlled, and large vergence angles
were obtained by initializing each trial only when the animal had satis-
factorily fixated a target light located approximately in between the two
eyes at a distance of 20 cm. The target light was extinguished immedi-
ately before the onset of motion and remained off until the animal came
to a complete stop. All animals participating in these experiments were
pretrained using juice rewards to fixate targets paired with an auditory
cue for variable time periods (300–1000 msec) and then to maintain
fixation after the target was turned off, for as long as the auditory tone
was present (at least 1–2 sec). During all fixations, the room was illumi-
nated (through small red lights) such that the animals could easily
establish relative distance estimates of the targets. Adequate fixation was
defined when both eyes were within behavioral windows (separate for
each eye) of 61.0°. Animals were trained to perform these fixation tasks
for at least 1 month before any experimental testing. As shown by the eye
position traces of Figure 10, animals quickly learned to maintain ver-
gence in complete darkness for a minimum of 500 msec, as long as the
auditory tone remained on.

Responses were first obtained in animals with intact labyrinths. As
stated above, acute responses were obtained during the first day after
canal plugging (see Figs. 5, 10). Data were recorded up to 3 months after
plugging. Because no changes were observed in the horizontal transla-
tional VOR properties after canal plugging (Angelaki, 1998, Fig. 7), data
obtained at different times after plugging were included in the average
(see Figs. 4, 6–9). The adequacy of canal plugging was physiologically
verified by the lack of any response during earth-vertical axis yaw, pitch,
and roll oscillations (0.1–1 Hz). These responses were systematically
tested throughout the 3 month period of testing.

Data analysis
All data analyses were performed on personal computers off-line. First,
calibrated 3-D eye positions were expressed as rotation vectors. The
horizontal, vertical, and torsional components of the calibrated eye
position vectors were then smoothened and differentiated with a Savitz-
ky–Golay quadratic polynomial filter using a 15-point forward and
backward window (Savitzky and Golay, 1964; Press et al., 1988). The
angular eye velocity vector was computed from 3-D eye position and its
derivative, as described previously (cf. Angelaki and Hess, 1996a,b,c).
For transient motion profiles, only runs without fast phases for the first
500 msec were further analyzed. For sinusoidal stimuli, fast eye move-
ments were removed from the eye velocity profiles using a semi-
automated procedure based on time and amplitude windows set for the
second derivative of the magnitude of eye velocity. Subsequently, average
response cycles were computed from steady-state response components

Figure 1. Schematic diagram outlining the main experimental protocol
of lateral motion and/or roll tilt oscillations at 0.5 Hz. a, Pure translation
[black arrow, gravitational acceleration (g); gray arrow, translational ac-
celeration ( f )]. b, Pure roll tilt. c, Combined roll tilt and translation with
relative phases such that the translational component added to the gravity
component along the IA axis, generating a resultant IA acceleration of
0.74G (thick arrow). d, Combined roll tilt and translation with relative
phases such that the translational and gravitational components along the
IA axis canceled each other (i.e., IA acceleration, 0G).
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(i.e., horizontal, vertical, and torsional) for each eye. For each of these
average response cycles, peak response amplitude and phase were deter-
mined by fitting a sine function (including first and second harmonic, as
well as a direct current offset) to both slow phase eye velocity and
stimulus (angular or linear velocity) using a nonlinear least squares
algorithm based on the Levenberg–Marquardt method. Phase was ex-
pressed as the difference (in degrees) between peak eye velocity and peak
angular velocity (for roll tilt and tilt–translation combination profiles) or
linear velocity (for pure translational motion).

The results presented here concentrate on horizontal eye movements,
because they reflect the coding of head translation. In contrast, torsional
eye movements were considered inappropriate in this regard, because
they are primarily generated by semicircular canal activation, whereas
static or otolith-induced eye torsion is known to have small gain in
primates and humans (Diamond et al., 1979; Paige and Tomko, 1991a;
Haslwanter et al., 1992; Angelaki, 1998).

Statistical comparisons on the data were based on ANOVA.

RESULTS
Tilt–translation discrimination in
labyrinthine-intact animals
In all animals with intact labyrinths, the elicited eye movements
were compensatory for all stimulus combinations. As shown in

Figure 2, for example, sinusoidal lateral translation (Translation
only), but not roll tilt oscillations (Roll tilt only), elicited robust
horizontal eye movements in complete darkness. Moreover, dur-
ing the combined Roll tilt 1 Translation and Roll tilt 2 Translation
motion profiles, the elicited horizontal eye movements were sim-
ilar to those generated during Translation only motion. Thus, the
horizontal eye movements generated in labyrinthine-intact ani-
mals totally ignored the linear accelerations caused by changes in
head orientation relative to gravity during the roll movement. In
fact, for all stimulus conditions (Translation only, Roll tilt only,
Roll tilt 1 Translation, and Roll tilt 2 Translation motion proto-
cols), the direction and magnitude of the horizontal response
remained compensatory to the translational component of linear
acceleration and was related neither to the acceleration produced
by the roll tilt nor to the resultant IA acceleration. This was
particularly striking for the Roll tilt 2 Translation protocols in
which robust horizontal eye movements were generated, despite
the fact that the resultant IA acceleration was zero.

As reported previously (Tweed et al., 1994; Angelaki and Hess,

Figure 2. Tilt–translation discrimination in a labyrinthine-intact rhesus monkey. Torsional, vertical, and horizontal components of eye position (Etor,
Ever, and Ehor, respectively) and slow phase eye velocity (Vtor, Vver, and Vhor, respectively) of the right eye during lateral translation and/or roll tilt at 0.5
Hz in complete darkness. Left to Right, The stimuli consisted of Translation motion only, Roll tilt only, Roll tilt 1 Translation motion, and Roll tilt 2
Translation motion. Dotted lines are zero position (straight-ahead gaze) and zero eye velocity. The stimulus traces (bottom) show sled position (Htrans,
positive direction to the left) and roll tilt position (Hroll, positive tilt toward right ear-down). Positive eye movement directions are leftward, downward,
and clockwise (upper pole of the eye toward the right ear).
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1996b), a small horizontal eye velocity modulation was often
present during roll head movements. This has been further quan-
tified in Figure 3 in which sensitivity and phase of horizontal eye
velocity during earth-horizontal and earth-vertical axis roll oscil-
lations ( filled and open symbols, respectively) are compared with
those generated during lateral translation (triangles) (Angelaki,
1998, Fig. 6). The horizontal eye movements elicited during both
earth-horizontal and earth-vertical roll oscillations (i.e., rotations
with the animals supine) were significantly smaller than those
elicited during lateral head translation at the same frequency.

The observation that horizontal eye movements appropriately
discriminated for tilt and translation is further illustrated in
Figure 4. In the frequency range tested, the results were indepen-
dent of stimulus frequency (0.16, 0.5, and 1 Hz; F(4,23) 5 0.81; p .
0.05). Accordingly, robust horizontal eye movements were gen-
erated only in the presence of translational motion (Fig. 4, Tran
only, Roll1Tran, Roll2Tran). In contrast, the horizontal eye
movement components elicited during Roll only motion were
significantly smaller in amplitude than those generated during
Translation only motion (F(1,15) 5 68.0; p , 0.05). During the
combined Roll tilt 1 Translation and Roll tilt 2 Translation motion
profiles, the horizontal eye movements were indistinguishable
from those generated during Translation only motion (F(2,23) 5
2.1; p . 0.05). In fact, their amplitude and phase were always
appropriate for gaze compensation during head translation.

Tilt–translation discrimination in canal-plugged animals
As shown in Figures 5 and 6, results were different in canal-
inactivated animals. Figure 5 illustrates responses from an animal
acutely after canal plugging. Data from both canal-plugged ani-
mals have been summarized for all tested frequencies in Figure 6,
A and B, respectively. Responses to two stimuli were of particular
interest. First, during Roll tilt only stimulation, a robust horizontal
response component was observed in canal-plugged, but not
labyrinthine-intact, animals. In fact, the horizontal responses in
canal-plugged animals were indistinguishable during Translation
only and Roll tilt only motions (F(1,22) 5 3.78; p . 0.05). Second,
horizontal responses differed for each of the Translation only, Roll
tilt 1 Translation, and Roll tilt 2 Translation motion profiles
(F(2,32) 5 115.5; p ,, 0.05). Most noticeably, in the Roll tilt 2
Translation stimulus condition, horizontal slow phase velocity was
negligible, as was the resultant IA acceleration (Fig. 5).

Different tilt–translation combinations
To further corroborate these results, the tilt–translation combi-
nation protocols were expanded at 0.5 Hz in two different ways
(Table 1B). First, peak roll oscillation amplitude was kept con-
stant (21.8°, corresponding to a peak gravitational acceleration
component of 0.37G along the IA axis), whereas peak sled oscil-
lation amplitude varied. Second, peak sled oscillation amplitude
was kept constant (0.4G), whereas peak roll oscillation amplitude

Figure 3. Comparison of horizontal eye velocity elicited during roll and
translation. Mean 6 SD peak horizontal eye velocity sensitivity (ex-
pressed in degrees/second/gravity, where G 5 9.81 m/sec 2) and phase
have been plotted separately for earth-horizontal and earth-vertical roll
oscillations ( filled and open symbols, respectively). Roll oscillations:
squares, 690° (0.01–0.2 Hz); circles, 622° (0.1–0.5 Hz) and 65° (1 Hz);
lateral translations: triangles (Angelaki, 1998, Fig. 6, average data from
five animals replotted).

Figure 4. Translational (horizontal) VOR as a function of stimulus type
in labyrinthine-intact animals. Mean 6 SD peak horizontal eye velocity
from four monkeys with intact semicircular canals, tested at 1, 0.5, and
0.16 Hz (stimulus parameters are shown in Table 1A). Note that primate
VOR correctly discriminates between tilt and translation at all tested
frequencies.
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varied. In both sets of protocols, the resultant IA acceleration was
identical, because it varied between 0 and 0.74G (in steps of
0.09G). Data from all three labyrinthine-intact and the two canal-
plugged animals tested have been summarized in Figures 7 and 8,
A and B in both figures, respectively. As peak translational
acceleration increased, peak horizontal eye velocity in
labyrinthine-intact animals also increased in a linear manner,
such that it was zero when fIA,peak was 0G (and IA acceleration
was 0.37G) and maximal (minimal) when fIA,peak was 60.37G
(Fig. 7A). In contrast, as the peak gravitational acceleration
component along the IA axis was changed and as long as trans-
lational acceleration remained the same, horizontal eye velocity
in labyrinthine-intact animals remained constant and indepen-
dent of peak roll oscillation amplitude (Fig. 8A). These data
clearly demonstrate that the horizontal eye movements elicited
during any combination of roll tilt and translation in labyrinthine-
intact primates precisely follows the translational rather than
either the resultant or gravitational component of acceleration.

Very different observations were made in canal-plugged ani-
mals. As illustrated when Figures 7B and 8B are compared,
horizontal eye velocity exhibited the same dependencies on linear
acceleration, independently of the nature of the stimulus. In both
combination protocols, horizontal eye velocity was zero only

Figure 5. Tilt–translation discrimination after all semicircular canals were inactivated by plugging the canal lumen. Responses, stimuli, and figure
organization as in Figure 2. Note that there is no horizontal response during Roll tilt 2 Translation motion (IA acceleration, 0G).

Figure 6. Translational (horizontal) VOR as a function of stimulus type
in two canal-plugged animals. Mean 6 SD peak horizontal eye velocity
elicited during lateral translation and/or roll tilt oscillations at 1, 0.5, and
0.16 Hz. Notice the large differences when compared with labyrinthine-
intact animals (Fig. 4), particularly during Roll only and Roll tilt 2
Translation stimuli.
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when the resultant IA acceleration was zero. Furthermore, the
practically indistinguishable behavior of horizontal eye velocity
in Figures 7B and 8B suggests that horizontal eye movements in
canal-plugged animals are elicited in response to the resultant IA
acceleration, with no functional distinction between tilt and
translation. There was a nonlinear dependence of horizontal eye
velocity on acceleration, exhibiting saturating characteristics at
high IA acceleration levels. Horizontal eye velocity responses
generated during pure translation (peak acceleration of 0.37G)
have been superimposed in Figure 7B (open symbols). These data
points fall approximately on the second order regression line
drawn through the combination responses.

In a third protocol, the phase (g) of the translation relative to
the roll tilt was varied. As shown in Figure 9B, amplitude and
phase of horizontal eye velocity as a function of g was predicted
to differ, depending on whether the relevant stimulus was trans-
lational acceleration ( f) or resultant IA acceleration (Eqs. 1, 2).
Comparison of the observed peak horizontal eye velocity ampli-
tude and phase as a function of the relative phase between tilt and
translation strongly suggests different encoding of linear acceler-

ation in intact and canal-plugged animals. When semicircular
canals were intact and functional, the peak horizontal eye velocity
depended on relative phase according to a relationship that
resembled the translational acceleration dependence. In contrast,
horizontal eye velocity was clearly characterized by IA
acceleration-dependent behavior when the semicircular canals
were inactivated (Fig. 9A).

Transient tilt–translation stimuli
These observations regarding the role of semicircular canals in
the correct discrimination of translational motion were indepen-
dent of vergence angle. In fact, responses to transient head
translation–roll tilt stimuli delivered as the animals maintained
large vergence angles further corroborated these findings. Figure
10 plots binocular horizontal eye position and velocity recorded
during transient motion profiles that were delivered immediately
after fixation on a near, central visual target located 20 cm from
the eyes (vergence of ;10°). The stimulus consisted of a quick roll
tilt toward the right ear combined with a transient lateral dis-
placement to the right, which was associated with a nearly zero
acceleration along the IA axis (Roll tilt 2 Translation condition)

Figure 7. Combined roll–translational motion stimuli. Constant peak
amplitude roll oscillations (uo 5 21.8°) were paired with varying peak
amplitude and in phase or out of phase translational oscillations (Table
1B). As peak translational acceleration amplitude ( f ) was varied between
0 and 60.37G, the resultant IA acceleration changed between 0 and
0.74G. Horizontal slow phase velocity has been separately plotted for
three intact (A) and two canal-plugged (B) animals (different symbols are
used for different animals). Open symbols, Data obtained during pure
translational motion (0.37G).

Figure 8. Combined roll–translational motion stimuli. Constant peak
amplitude translational oscillations (39.4 cm; i.e., fo 5 0.4G) were paired
with varying peak amplitude, in phase or out of phase roll oscillations
(Table 1 B), such that the resultant IA acceleration varied between 0 and
0.74G. Horizontal slow phase velocity has been separately plotted for
three intact (A) and two canal-plugged (B) animals (different symbols are
used for different animals).
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(Fig. 10). The elicited horizontal eye movements before and after
semicircular canal inactivation clearly differed. Whereas robust
leftward horizontal responses were elicited in the intact animal,
negligible horizontal eye movements were observed in the same
animal after all semicircular canals had been inactivated.

DISCUSSION
The problem of sensorimotor discrimination between inertial
(translational) and gravitational components of linear accelera-
tion has been a long-debated issue in motor control and inertial
navigation. This study shows that not only otolith but also semi-
circular canal signals are necessary sensory cues for the appro-
priate discrimination between different sources of linear acceler-
ation. Therefore, the oculomotor system discriminates between
head translation and tilt primarily by sensory integration rather
than frequency segregation of otolith afferent information.

The central vestibular system correctly detects
translational motion

Because of the inherent ambiguity associated with afferent coding
of linear acceleration, it has often been implied that the oculo-
motor system (and motor systems in general) is bound by similar
limitations. Based on responses obtained during translational
oscillations between 0.5 and 4 Hz, for example, Paige and Tomko
(1991a) and Telford et al. (1997) proposed that horizontal and
torsional responses are always elicited simultaneously during both
translation and tilt, as if responding to the resultant acceleration.
Accordingly, otolith response ambiguity can only partially be
resolved through central parsing of linear accelerations on the
basis of frequency content. However, a direct test of this proposal
was never performed.

Our results provide strong evidence in contrast to this inter-
pretation, at least for the frequency range important for VOR
compensation during movement (i.e., .0.1 Hz) (Angelaki, 1998).
For all tilt–translation combination protocols, the direction and
magnitude of the horizontal response of intact animals remained
compensatory to the translational component of linear accelera-
tion and was related neither to the acceleration produced by the
roll tilt nor to the resultant IA acceleration. This was particularly
striking for the Roll tilt 2 Translation protocols in which the
resultant IA acceleration was zero, yet robust horizontal eye
movements were generated.

Inactivation of semicircular canals compromises
accurate detection of translational motion
The multisensory integration hypothesis predicts that both semi-
circular canal and otolith signals are needed for appropriate
detection of the translational component of motion. In the ab-
sence of functional semicircular canal signals, correct motion
discrimination would be compromised by interpreting the result-
ant IA acceleration as the translational stimulus. Conversely, if
otolith signals were simply filtered, as the frequency-segregation
hypothesis predicts, elimination of semicircular canal signals
should have no effect on the ability of the vestibulo-ocular system
to detect head translation.

The results from animals with inactivated semicircular canals
clearly demonstrated that accurate discrimination between the
translational and tilt components of motion was no longer possi-
ble. In fact, the elicited horizontal eye movements were always
proportional to the resultant IA acceleration. The need for func-
tional semicircular canal signals in the central processing of linear
accelerations was further demonstrated by the experiments in
which the relative phase of the two stimuli and either the trans-

Figure 9. Combined roll–translational motion
stimuli. Constant peak amplitude roll oscillations
(uo 5 21.8°) were paired with constant peak ampli-
tude translational oscillations (39.8 cm; i.e., fo 5
0.4G) and variable phase. A, Mean 6 SD horizon-
tal slow phase velocity amplitude and phase from
intact animals (open circles) are compared with data
from two canal-plugged animals ( filled circles and
squares). B, Theoretical predictions of the depen-
dence of the resultant and the translational compo-
nent of acceleration along the IA axis, according to
Equations 1 and 2 (solid and dotted lines,
respectively).
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lational or the gravitational component of acceleration was varied
separately (Figs. 7–9). Noticeably, a nonlinear dependence of
horizontal eye velocity on IA acceleration amplitude was ob-
served in the plugged animals (Figs. 7B, 8B). A similar amplitude
nonlinearity has been described in primary otolith afferents above
;0.4–0.5G (Fernández and Goldberg, 1976). Interestingly, no
such amplitude nonlinearity was seen in animals with intact
labyrinths (Fig. 7A), although it is possible that primary afferents
may have been driven into saturation.

Because translational VOR sensitivity strongly depends on
viewing distance (Paige and Tomko, 1991b; Schwarz and Miles,
1991; Telford et al., 1997), the main stimulus combinations were
also tested during short-lasting transient motion, immediately
after satisfactory fixation on a near, centered target. The differ-
ences in the horizontal eye movements between labyrinthine-
intact and canal-plugged primates were even more provocative
when viewing distance was controlled (Fig. 10). Despite robust
horizontal eye movements during the Roll tilt 2 Translation
motion profile during near target fixation in labyrinthine-intact
animals, no horizontal translational response was generated in
canal-inactivated animals when the resultant linear acceleration
along the IA axis was zero. These results demonstrate that in the

absence of functional signals from the semicircular canals and
with all other sensory inputs essentially unchanged before and
after canal inactivation, any linear acceleration component along
the IA axis will be centrally interpreted as translational motion
and generate a horizontal (translational) VOR.

Nonlinear processing of vestibular afferent
signals: neural computations to resolve
tilt–translation ambiguity

A fundamental question that arises from these results relates to
the computational mechanisms used by the brain to discriminate
the source of linear acceleration and to correctly detect head
translation. Semicircular canal signals could contribute to the
discrimination of head motion according to either one of the
following principles. First, central integration of head angular
velocity signals from the semicircular canals could be used to
estimate the change in angular head orientation relative to grav-
ity. For example, the inertial component that is caused by head
translation (vector f) during a combined sinusoidal roll tilt plus
translational motion could be extracted from the resultant otolith
signal (vector a) by estimating the roll motion via integration of

Figure 10. Transient Roll tilt 2 Translation motion pro-
files in an animal with intact and inactivated semicircular
canals (SCC). The stimulus consisted of a subtractive
combination of a 15° roll tilt toward the animal’s right ear
and linear translation to the right. Horizontal eye position
(top) and eye velocity (middle) of both the right and left
eyes (mean 6 SD; lef t, nine trials; right, 26 trials). Dotted
lines are zero eye position (straight-ahead gaze) and zero
eye velocity. Bottom, Translational component and result-
ant IA acceleration measured as the outputs of two linear
accelerometers mounted on the linear sled and on the
animal’s head, respectively. The IA acceleration trace
was not measured for the Inactivated SCC plot and is
therefore duplicated from the Intact SCC condition.
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the roll velocity signal [vector v 5 (vx , 0, 0)], oriented along the
head roll axis). Thus:

fx 5 ax 5 0, fy 5 ay 2 sin~u ~t!!, fz 5 az 2 cos~u ~t!! (3)

with

u ~t! 5 E
0

t

vx~t!dt

describing roll tilt (re: gravity) as a function of time. In a more
general case integration of 3-D angular velocity is more complex
(e.g., Hess and Angelaki, 1997).

Second, a similar computational scheme utilizes angular veloc-
ity information from the semicircular canals (vector v), as well as
static and dynamic linear acceleration information from otolith
afferents (vectors a and ȧ 5 da/dt). Based on the fact that the
resultant linear acceleration is equal to the vectorial sum of
translational and gravitational components, i.e., a5 f 1 g, and on
the relationship dg/dt 5 ġ 5 v 3 g (where 3 denotes the vector
cross-product), which describes the rate of change of gravity, the
translational component of acceleration ( f) can be easily com-
puted by solving the following differential equation (Viéville and
Faugeras, 1990; Hess and Angelaki, 1997):

ḟ 5 v 3 f 1 ȧ 2 v 3 a (4)

Despite its apparent complexity, Equation 4 could be easily im-
plemented in the CNS through signal convergence between an-
gular velocity (v, from semicircular canal afferents), as well as
static and dynamic linear acceleration (a and ȧ, extracted from
otolith afferents). The simplest neural network that could imple-
ment Equation 4 has been illustrated in Figure 11 and requires a
minimum of four distinct “vector” neurons. The first two perform
multiplicative interaction of their inputs, and the third is assumed
to linearly summate its inputs. The fourth neuron functions as a
neural integrator. Such computational steps have been often
proposed to occur within single neurons or assemblies of neurons
(Torre and Poggio, 1978; Koch et al., 1983; Shen, 1989). Further-
more, head angular velocity signals (v), as well as both linear
acceleration (a) and its time derivative (ȧ) signals have been
shown to coexist in single vestibular brainstem neurons (Angelaki
et al., 1993).

These computational schemes and the conclusions reached
based on the results of this study are only pertinent to frequencies

higher than 0.1 Hz in which semicircular canal afferents can
provide veridical information about head angular velocity. Below
;0.05–0.1 Hz, however, semicircular canal signals are no longer
accurate detectors of head velocity. Several solutions and models
have been proposed to account for low-frequency tilt–transla-
tional discrimination (e.g., Glasauer and Merfeld, 1997) and
remain to be further tested experimentally.

Detection of inertial motion: a fundamental
sensorimotor task
Living and moving in a gravitational field places particular com-
putational demands on inertial motion estimation. Although the
peripheral sensory transduction of motion is dictated and bound
by the laws of physics, the brain can use multisensory information
to interpret sensory afferent signals and compute inertial motion.
Specifically, the issue of inertial navigation and movement control
has been long recognized as a major computational task for both
biological and man-made inertial guidance systems (Fernandez
and Macomber, 1962; Barlow, 1964; Beritoff, 1965; Mayne,
1969a,b). The vestibular labyrinths, like inertial guidance systems,
are equipped with a set of 3-D linear accelerometers (otolith
organs) and a set of 3-D angular accelerometers with built-in
integrators that accurately detect head angular velocity in a wide
frequency range (semicircular canals). The challenging computa-
tional task arises when these two independent sets of signals get
combined to compute motion in space. Accurate separation of the

Figure 12. Schematic diagram summarizing the two main
computations necessary to transform primary vestibular sig-
nals into inertial motion parameters. Angular velocity signals
from the semicircular canals (v) are used to segregate the
resultant linear acceleration signals coded by primary otolith
afferents (a) into gravitational (g, orientation) and transla-
tional ( f ) components. Gravitational estimates are also used
to transform head-fixed angular velocity signals from the
semicircular canals (v) into inertial velocity, i.e., space-
referenced angular velocity (vS ) (Angelaki and Hess, 1994,
1995, 1996b).

Figure 11. A four-neuron network, the simplest model that would im-
plement the computations described by the differential Equation 4. vSSC,
Primary semicircular canal afferents; a, ȧ, static and dynamic otolith
signals, respectively; x, S, *, vector multiplication, summation, and signal
integration, respectively.
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resultant acceleration (a) into the translational and gravitational
components ( f and g, respectively) comprises only one, but per-
haps the most important, computational demand (Fig. 12). Iner-
tial control of movement requires that, in addition, absolute
angular motion in space be computed. Because primary semicir-
cular canal afferents only code for a relative, head-fixed velocity
vector (v), estimation of inertial velocity (vs ) requires a second
processing stage that uses the gravitational estimate ( g) to trans-
form primary semicircular canal signals into space-referenced
angular motion estimates (Fig. 12). Indeed, inertial velocity has
been shown to be computed within the central vestibular system
(Angelaki and Hess, 1994, 1995; Angelaki et al., 1995; Hess and
Angelaki, 1997).

APPENDIX
Assuming a combined tilt–translation motion in which the roll
oscillation amplitude is described as u(t) 5 uo z sin(vt), and the
translational acceleration during linear motion is described as ƒtr

5 ƒo z sin(vt 1 g) where g is the relative phase between the two
stimuli, the components of the gravitational and translation ac-
celeration vectors in space- and head-fixed coordinates (Fig. 13)
are as follows (in G units, G 5 9.81 m/sec2):

Gravity vector g:
in space-fixed coordinates:

gx 5 0

gy 5 0

gz 5 21

in head-fixed coordinates (tilted by the angle u relative to space):

gx 5 0

gy 5 2sin(u)

gz 5 2cos(u)

Translational acceleration f:
in space-fixed coordinates:

fx 5 0

fy 5 fo sin(vt 1 g)

fz 5 0

in head-fixed coordinates:

fx 5 0

fy 5 fo sin(vt 1 g)cos(u)

fz 5 2fo sin(vt 1 g)sin(u)

Acceleration a (in head-fixed coordinates):

ax 5 fx 1 gx 5 0

ay 5 fy 1 gy 5 fo sin(vt 1 g)cos(u) 2 sin(u) (resultant IA
acceleration)

az 5 fz 1 gz 5 2 fo (vt 1 g)sin(u) 2 cos(u)

Condition for cancellation of IA acceleration:

ay 5 0 5 fo sin(vt 1 g)cos(u) 2 sin(u)

Thus,

tan(u) 5 tan (uo sin(vt)) 5 fo sin(vt 1 g)

approximation for small uo: tan(uo) > uo > fo
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